Effect of bladder volume, gender and body position on the shape and position of the urinary bladder.
The optimal design of bladder volume-monitoring equipment, e.g. regarding transducer design and software algorithms, depends greatly on the shape and position of the bladder or on potential changes due to body position and bladder volume. The purpose of this study was to study the influence of body position, bladder volume and gender on the shape and position of the bladder. MRI scans of 11 young volunteers were performed during changes in posture. Images were recorded in the transverse and frontal planes and repeated four to six times through the bladder-filling cycle from empty to full. The position of the bladder midpoint was measured in the three planes. Moreover, to account for shape, the compactness of the cross-section of the bladder was calculated based on its perimeter and area. The effect of body position and gender was analyzed using repeated-measures ANOVA and the independent samples t-test, respectively. No significant effect of body position on bladder position or shape was found. Gender was shown to have a significant impact on both the position and shape of the bladder: the female bladder was positioned more caudally and was less compact in the transverse plane than the male bladder. Furthermore, there was significant cranial-dorsal movement of the bladder during filling. No significant changes in the position or shape of the bladder were observed during changes in body position in young subjects, regardless of bladder volume or gender. However, changes in both parameters were found due to bladder filling.